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to respond and for this reason alone,
sensory cells are as likely to be found
there as anywhere. But how do these
putative sensory cells communicate
with the contractile apparatus?
It is tempting to imagine that some
of the faster contractions in Ephydatia
might be coordinated by electrical
conduction, but this seems unlikely.
Although action potentials have been
recorded from the glass sponge
Rhabdocalyptus, the cellular pathways
through which they propagate are
either syncytia or cells coupled
together with gap-junction-like
structures [5,6]. There seem to be
no syncytia or electrical coupling in
cellular sponges and, as no innexin or
connexin-like molecules have been
identified, it is likely that they rely on
chemical messengers instead. The
observation that cells crawling in the
mesohyl stop moving as a contraction
passes by strongly suggests this [2]. To
enable waves of contraction to travel
along incurrent canals without affecting
excurrent canals, messengers and
receptors must be cell-specific.
Fortunately there is no shortage of
candidate molecules. A wide range of
different agonists including
g-aminobutyric acid (GABA) and
L-glutamate cause contractions in the
marine demosponge Tethya wilhelma
[11,12] while metabotropic glutamate
receptors have been cloned from
Geodia cydonium [13]. Genes encoding
the entire ionotropic glutamate
receptor family are missing from the
Amphimedon genome however [4].
In considering the possible sources
of these chemical agents we might
remember that sponges exist at the
interface between the single-celled and
multi-celled worlds. Sponges not only
feed on bacteria, they coexist with
them. Many species have, within their
mesohyl, a mass of highly specific,
possibly symbiotic, bacteria,
completely separate from the outside
world [14]. A reduced flow within the
canal systemmay cause these bacteria
to alter their metabolism, particularly if
carbon dioxide levels rise. The release
of L-glutamate, synthesized using
glucose and carbon dioxide, from the
marine equivalent of Corynebacterium
glutamicum, could cause a generalized
contraction of sponge tissues.
Conclusion
The sponge’s ‘sneeze’ is a truly
integrated protective response;
damage to any part of the system
disrupts water flow and stops the
cycle. The great advantage of studying
it in Ephydatia is that the entire canal
system is visible so that many of the
hypothetical functions proposed here
can be tested by locating pressure
sensors at different points within the
circuit. The role of chemical agents and
stretch-activated channels in
promoting calcium dependent
contractions can also be monitored
using visible dyes and indicators.
Current genome analysts have much
in commonwithRobert Grant. Both find
the single cell/multicellular interface
productive and both interpret the
sponge’s orifices and molecules by
analogy with structures in more familiar
animals.Bygivingusa tool tostudynon-
neural coordination, Elliott and Leys [2]
have provided a new analog with which
to interpret higher animal function.
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Energizes Patterning and Growth
Recent studies show that, in plant roots, mutually dependent regulatory
mechanisms operating at cell and tissue levels interact to generate
a self-sustaining distribution of the hormone auxin which provides a framework
for developmental patterning and growth.Peter Doerner
Auxin is essential for plant growth and
cell division, and its flux pattern in the
root tip is instructive for tissuedevelopment [1,2]. According to the
‘inverted fountain’ model, auxin flows
in a basal direction in the central
tissues of the root, which then inverts in
the root cap and subsequently takes anapical path in the exterior cell layers
(Figure 1). This model does not,
however, address the mechanism by
which the auxin distribution pattern is
generated and maintained to function
as a morphogen in a continuously
growing system. Three studies [3–5]
have now revealed key coupled
mechanisms that operate in root tissue
patterning and growth control.
Auxin is the only plant growth
regulator that is transported and
incessant polar movement is central
to its function. As a result of its
amphiphilic nature, auxin readily enters
Dispatch
R73cells; but to move through the plant, it
must be exported. This occurs
predominantly by efflux-facilitating
integral membrane proteins of the PIN
family, which confer directionality to
bulk movement because of their
anisotropic distribution in membranes.
As a result of such polar transport,
auxin distribution in the Arabidopsis
root is non-uniform, with maximum
accumulation seen in central cells —
which define the stem cell niche of the
root apical meristem — and high levels
in columella (central root cap) cells [2].
To dissect the properties of the
auxin pattern generator, Grieneisen
et al. [5] used a powerful combination
of modeling and experimental
approaches. They developed a model
based on cells as the units of auxin
transport, incorporating the known
spatial distribution of PIN proteins,
which varies between different cell
types (Figure 1), and the number, shape
and size of cells that comprise root
tissues. Regardless of the source of
auxin — starting either from a uniform
auxin distribution in all cells or from an
influx from the shoot — polar auxin
transport by the known distribution of
PIN proteins inherently leads to the
formation of an auxin gyre, which
recycles the auxin that has flown
through the rootapexback to it tocreate
an auxin capacitator that is maintained
in a quasi steady state (Figure 1).
This model permits exploration of
how changes to cellular parameters,
such as flux rates, PIN protein
localization or auxin source, create
emergent auxin patterns in the root
organ. Experimental tests to evaluate
computational predictions revealed
strong concordance with predictions of
the model. For example, the model
robustly shrugged off trauma such as
resection of the root or ablation of the
quiescent centre cells, treatments that
are tolerated by living roots without
serious effects on patterning. This
suggested that in silico simulations
could be used to identify crucial
parameters governing the system.
When simulating altered transport
properties computationally, some of
which cannot readily be validated
experimentally because of the
redundancy of the PIN genes, it was
found that the defining parameter for
the observed auxin distribution was the
cell-type-specific spatial localization
of PIN proteins in the cell membrane,
not the location of auxin source. While
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Figure 1. Schematic of the Arabidopsis root patterning networks.
Auxin flux patterns (black arrows) are superimposed on the cellular architecture of the root
(adapted from [5]). Auxin reflux (blue arrows) from the apical flow sets up a gyre that leads
to high, circulating levels of auxin in the root apex with a maximum in quiescent center cells,
determined by the orientation of PIN auxin efflux facilitators. This pattern is mirrored by the
abundance of PLETHORA [4], and other transcriptional regulators [3].depends on auxin influx to the root
apex, the persistence of the auxin
pattern only weakly depends on influx.
Thus, the developmental patterning
framework is quite insensitive to
variations in auxin influx.
Ultimately, we will be unable to
understand the auxin capacitator
without explaining how the cellular
pattern of PIN protein membrane
distribution underpinning this model is
generated. This patterning framework
is jolted into life by auxin influx
from maternal tissues during early
embryogenesis [6]. Once auxin flow
commences, its direction is positively
reinforcedbecausesupra-cellular auxin
flux positively reinforces specific PIN
protein membrane localization [7,8].
The PIN protein localization patterns
that ‘work’ in the growing vegetative
root are the result of the plant’s life
history from embryogenesis onwards.
The auxin-patterning framework
appears to have a role in growth control
as well: when simulating root growth ab
initio, the model emulated its gradual
acceleration by expansion of the
dividing cell population, in accordance
with the results of experiments [9]. The
model predicts a surprisingly important
quantitative role for inward lateral
auxin transfer from epidermal cells in
determining the size of the dividing
cell population: low lateral reflux led
not only to a root apex of lower
auxin capacitance, which was not
unexpected, but also affected the slope
of the auxin gradient. This is suggestedto affect the transition of cells from
a proliferative state to a post-mitotic
state involving cell expansion: cell
division has been associated with
relatively high auxin, while expansion is
correlated with lower auxin levels.
Thus, this model accurately predicts
a paradoxical emergent property of the
root system: while high auxin promotes
cell division at the cellular level, in the
tissue context, elevated auxin restricts
organ growth by reducing the size of
the dividing cell population.
Although the implications of the
distribution of PIN activity for growth
regulation in the meristem remain to be
fully explored, this modeling approach
pinpoints the localization and activity of
auxin efflux facilitators as a potential
chokepoint for growth control,
specifically the magnitude of lateral
reflux activity. Previous work [10,11]
has shown that the activities of the
plant growth regulators cytokinin and
ethylene, which affect root growth by
different cellular mechanisms, depend
on auxin flux mediated by PIN genes.
It will be interesting to examine
whether signals that affect root growth
are mediated by changes to the
constituent fluxes necessary for auxin
recycling.
How is the patterning framework
provided by the meta-stable auxin
distribution in the root apex
interpreted? To answer this question, it
is worthwhile to keep inmind how auxin
is thought to do its job: by controlling
the stability of AUX/IAA proteins,
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transcription factors necessary for
auxin-modulated gene expression. But
AUX/IAA proteins are not the only ones
destabilized by auxin: the stability of
an important cell-cycle regulator, the
E2FB transcription factor, is also
sensitive to auxin levels [12]. The
non-uniform auxin distribution in the
root apex therefore generates a
hothouse for change, an environment in
the root apex in which the abundance
of (regulatory) proteins can be
controlled with cellular resolution. The
identification of further proteins whose
stability is regulated by auxin is eagerly
awaited.
PLETHORA transcription factors are
one conduit for auxin action: their
abundance is graded and mirrors the
auxin distribution pattern in the root
apex [4]. Interestingly, different levels
of PLETHORA proteins condition
distinct cellular responses. But they are
not simple downstream effectors of
auxin action: expression of PLETHORA
genes is dependent on auxin-regulated
ARF factors [13], but crucially, the
expression of PIN genes is contingent
on PLETHORA activity [4]. This reveals
a feedback control between the
supra-cellular auxin patterning network
that sets up the auxin capacitator and
the PLETHORA factors that are major
determinants of root cell identity. Such
interlocked loops of regulatory
networks are robust, more resistant to
noise, but nonetheless allow for
modulation by external inputs, as
modeling of circadian oscillators has
shown [14].
While some of the PLETHORA genes
were originally identified genetically, inDrosophila Memory
Predict the Future?
Genetically tractable organisms with re
a realistic platform to understand how
stored in defined neural circuits. Recen
that this analysis may soon reach the r
Michael J. Krashes
and Scott Waddell
It is widely believed that long-term
memories are represented in the brain
as persistent changes in synaptic
strength and structure. A considerableinterconnected regulatory networks, it
can be difficult to dissect functional
properties for individual genes if their
loss leads to pleiotropic phenotypes.
Brady et al. [3] have taken the analysis
of gene expression networks in
individual cell types of the root to an
unprecedented resolution, using
fluorescence-activated cell sorting to
separate individual cell types of the
root and identify co-regulated genes
in different domains of the root apex.
It will be interesting to see how these
new tools contribute to a detailed,
mechanistic understanding of root
patterning and growth control in the
future.
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Therefore, visualizing the molecular
machinery that neurons use to
accomplish this feat could reveal the
relevant synapses. A recent paper in
Nature Neuroscience by Keleman et al.
[1] indicates that the Drosophila Orb2
protein may be such a molecule.
Orb2 is a member of the cytoplasmic
polyadenylation element binding
(CPEB) family of RNA-binding proteins
that were implicated in activity-
regulated local protein synthesis at
synapses several years ago [2].
Activity-dependent synaptic protein
synthesis provides a convenient and
